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On a conjecture of the paper Differentiability of the
Conjugacy in the Hartman-Grobman Theorem
Genrich Belitskii and Victoria Rayskin
Abstract. In this note we show that for the construction of differentiable
conjugation, the assumption of the existence of smooth bump function is not
necessary, and consequently the corresponding conjecture stated in the paper
of W. Zhang, K. Lu and W. Zhang “Dfifferentiability of the Conjugacy in the
Hartman-Grobman Theorem” ([ZLZ]) is incorrect. We show that instead of
bump functions we can use smooth blid maps. We also propose a construction
of the blid map for the space X = C0[0, 1], which does not possess a smooth
bump function.
1. Introduction
Linearization and normal forms are convenient simplifi-
cation of complex dynamics.
For a diffeomorphism F with a fixed point 0, we would
like to find a smooth transformation Φ defined in a neigh-
borhood of 0 such that Φ◦F ◦Φ−1 has a simplified (polyno-
mial) form called the normal form. If Φ◦F ◦Φ−1 = DF = Λ
is linear, the conjugation is called linearization. There are
two major questions in this area of research: how to in-
crease smoothness of the conjugation Φ, and whether it is
sufficient to assume low smoothness of the diffeomorphism
F .
Hartman and Grobman independently showed that if Λ
is hyperbolic, then for a diffeomorphism F there exists a
local homeomorphism Φ such that Φ◦F◦Φ−1 = Λ. Different
proofs were given by Pugh [P]. A higher regularity of Φ
has been an active area of research.
The first attempt to answer the question of differentia-
bility of Φ at the fixed point 0 under hyperbolicity as-
sumption was made in [48], but an error was found and
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discussed in [R]. Later, in [1], Guysinsky, Hasselblatt and
Rayskin presented correct proof. However, it was restricted
to F ∈ C∞ (or more precisely, it was restricted to F ∈ Ck,
where k is defined by complicated expression). It was con-
jectured in the paper that the result is correct for F ∈ C2,
as it was announced in [2].
In the paper of Zhang, Lu and Zhang ([ZLZ]) it was
shown that for a Banach space diffeomorphism F with a
hyperbolic fixed point and α-Ho¨lder DF , the local con-
jugating homeomorphism Φ is differentiable at the fixed
point. Moreover,
Φ(x) = x+ O(||x||1+β) and Φ−1(x) = x+ O(||x||1+β)
as x→ 0, for certain β ∈ (0, α].
There are two additional assumptions in this theorem.
The first one is the spectral band width inequality. It is
explained that this inequality is sharp if the spectrum has
at most one connected component inside of the unit circle
in X, and at most one connected component outside of the
unit circle inX. It is pointed out in [ZLZ] that this is not a
non-resonance condition required for smooth linearization.
The second assumption is the assumption that the Ba-
nach space must possess smooth bump functions. It is con-
jectured in the paper that the second assumption is a nec-
essary condition.
Below we explain that this conjecture is not correct. The
bump function condition can be replaced with blid map
condition, which is less restrictive as explained below.
The Banach-Mazur theorem states that any real sepa-
rable Banach space is isometrically isomorphic to a closed
subspace of C[0, 1]. Consequently, the space of C[0, 1] does
not have smooth bump functions at all (see [K] or [M]).
For localization of some Banach spaces and sets that
do not possess bump functions, in our paper [BR2], we
introduce blid maps:
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Definition 1.1. A Cq-blid map for a Banach space X is
a global Bounded Local Identity at zero Cq-map H : X →
X.
In other words, H is a global representative of the germ
at zero of identity map such that
sup
x
||H(x)|| <∞.
Blid maps allow locally defined mappings to be extended
to the whole space. The idea of using bounded local iden-
tity maps was first discussed in [B]. Later, blid maps were
employed in [BR3]. We will show how to use blid maps
for the proof of Theorem 7.1 of [ZLZ]. Application of
blid maps to this theorem extends the result to a bigger
variety of Banach spaces, because blid maps exist on any
space with bump function (multiplication by Identity, turns
bump function into a blid map). Blid maps allow to refor-
mulate Theorem 7.1 in the following way:
Theorem 1.2. Let X be a Banach space possessing a
C1-blid map with bounded derivative. Suppose F : X → X
is a diffeomorphism with a hyperbolic fixed point, DF is α-
Ho¨lder, and the spectral band width condition is satisfied.
Then, the local conjugating homeomorphism Φ is differen-
tiable at the fixed point. Moreover,
Φ(x) = x+ O(||x||1+β) and Φ−1(x) = x +O(||x||1+β)
as x→ 0, for certain β ∈ (0, α].
Now we will also show how to construct blid maps for
C[0, 1]. For other examples of construction of blid maps we
refer the reader to [BR2].
Let X = C[0, 1] be the space of all continuous functions
on [0, 1] with
||x|| = max
t
|x(t)|, t ∈ [0, 1],
and let h be a C∞-bump function on the real line. Then
the map
(1.1) H(x)(t) = h(x(t))x(t), x ∈ X
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is C∞-blid map with bounded derivatives of all orders.
Indeed, since h is locally equal to 1, H is a local identity.
Let ǫ be a positive real number such that h(τ) ≡ 0 for all
|τ | > ǫ. We can always find such ǫ, because bump functions
have bounded support.
Then,
||H(x)(t)|| = ||h(x(t))x(t)|| ≤ ǫ.
Also,
||H ′(x)(t)|| = ||h′(x(t))x(t) + h(x(t))|| ≤ ǫ sup |h′|+ 1.
Similarly, one can show boundedness of all higher order
derivatives.
Corollary 1.3. Let X = C[0, 1]. Suppose F : X → X
is a diffeomorphism with a hyperbolic fixed point, DF is α-
Ho¨lder, and the spectral band width condition is satisfied.
Then, the local conjugating homeomorphism Φ is differen-
tiable at the fixed point. Moreover,
Φ(x) = x+ O(||x||1+β) and Φ−1(x) = x +O(||x||1+β)
as x→ 0, for certain β ∈ (0, α].
2. Proof of Theorem 1.2
Zhang, Lu and Zhang showed that for the conclusion of
their Theorem 7.1 it is enough to satisfy the inequalities 1
and 2 (see 2.1 below), which are called condition (7.6) in
their paper.
In order to apply the blid maps instead of bump func-
tions to the inequalities (2.1), it is sufficient to construct
a bounded blid map, which has only first-order bounded
derivative. I.e., let blid map H(x) : X → X be as follows:
1. H(x) = x for ||x|| < 1
2. H ∈ C1 and ||H(j)(x)|| ≤ cj, j = 0, 1.
The condition (7.6) of [ZLZ] is:
(2.1)
1. supx∈X ||DF (x)− Λ|| ≤ δη
2. supx∈V \O {||DF (x)− Λ||/||x||
α} =M <∞
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Let DF − Λ = f . Define
f˜(x) := f (δH(x/δ))
We will show that is f satisfies (7.6), then so does f˜ .
sup
x∈X
||Df˜ (x)|| ≤ sup
x∈X
||Df(x)|| · sup
x∈X
||DH(x)|| ≤ δη · c1.
Thus, the first inequality of (7.6) holds for f˜ . For the second
inequality we have the following estimate:
||Df˜(x)||
||x||α
≤
||Df (δH(x/δ)) ||
||δH(x/δ)||α
·
(
||δH(x/δ)||
||x||
)α
.
The second multiple is bounded, because for small x (say,
||x/δ|| < ǫ for some ǫ > 0) we have
||δH(x/δ)||
||x||
< c1 + o(1),
while for ||x/δ|| ≥ ǫ
||δH(x/δ)||
||x||
< c0/ǫ.
I.e., ||δH(x/δ)||
||x||
is less than some constant m. Then,
sup
x∈V \O
||Df˜(x)||
||x||α
≤
sup
0<||x||<δc0
{||Df(x)||/||x||α} · sup
x∈X
||DH(x)|| ·mα =
sup
0<||x||<δc0
{||Df(x)||/||x||α} c1 ·m
α
This quantity is bounded by Mc1m
α if δ is sufficiently
small.
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